Aperture photometry was performed on images (from the SuperWASP instrument) of the 19.2 • E geostationary Astras satellite constellation over 5 nights to form light curves and predict model and movement parameters of the satellites. The 1KR satellite is observed to have two peaks, 90 • out of phase indicating rotating wings, while satellite 1M is predicted to have shadowing due to dips in its light curve or a single wing design due to a single major peak. All satellites have peak magnitudes at the minimum sun phase angle 28 • as expected. The developed methods and results serve a precursor to developing methods to address the ultimate goal of geostationary debris profiling.
I. Introduction
Satellites are perhaps now more commonplace and essential than they have ever been. With the expansion into the information age [1] , communications and technology have become increasingly fundamental to day to day activities, stemming from recreation to research. Naturally this causes a dependency on satellites and it is logical to consider the implications of the failure or malfunction of these quintessential bodies.
Satellites that reside on the geosyn-chronous Earth orbit (GEO) are of particular significance to communications for military [2] and weather forecasting [3] . Geosynchronous satellites maintain the same period with Earth resulting in them always returning to the same position over the sky each sidereal day (complete rotation with respect to fixed stars). Geostationary satellites are a particular type of geosynchronous satellite that are positioned above the equator resulting in them remaining fixed above a designated region relative to the Earth [4] . This unique property is what makes these satellites so invaluable in the aforementioned communications area, as transmitter and receivers do not need to track them. But understandably the limited size of the geostationary belt makes it extremely desirable and means setting up these geostationary satellites is expensive [5] . Due to this financial and societal interest, the security of these satellites is of worthwhile scrutiny.
Geostationary satellites have a typical lifespan of 7 years [6] which is variant on failure and operational power. They are dependent on manoeuvring in order to keep their position and orientation in the desired formation. These manoeuvres expend fuel which puts a limitation on the lifespan of these satellites, after which they are typically removed from the geostationary belt. However, this natural cycle assumes non-failure. The 2 main methods of failure for geostationary satellites are classified as gradual and catastrophic. Gradual degradation is imminent from the launch of the satellite due to solar effects and is difficult to address after the satellites launch. Catastrophic failure is of more concern, especially recently with the rise in resident space objects(RSO) [7] , leading to a higher estimated risk of collision between debris and operational geostationary satellites. As of late 2018 there are 558 active GEO satellites in orbit, as per the UCS Satellite Database [8] , which indicates the density of the belt without even consid- [9] . The origins of this debris range from slag and dust from solid rocket motors and surface degradation products [10] such as paint fragments to coolants and needle clusters for creating an artificial ionosphere [11] [12] . But a large proportion of this debris is simply from old nonoperative geostationary satellites. II. Background
A. Geostationary Satellites
An ideal geostationary satellite would remain fixed above the equator with an orbit of inclination 0 • and a period of 1436 m .07 [20] which can be calculated by Kepler's Third Law given by (1):
where T represents the sidereal period [21, 22] As mentioned, operational satellites often compensate for this through propulsion [23] however this is limited by the fuel available.
It is typical for retired geostationary satellites to be removed from the GEO belt using their remaining fuel, however this practice has only recently become ubiquitous. Retired satellites that remain in the GEO belt, referred to as 'librational' [24] , follow an elliptical pattern around the nearest stable point and their inclination varies from 0 • to 15 • [25] . This corresponds to these librational satellites crossing the equatorial plane twice a year with velocities peeking at 800 m/s [24] . Naturally this shows the risk of collision from retired satellites alone, let alone smaller debris, which despite being much lighter, can reach significantly higher velocities [26] .
B. CCDs
The main method of detecting and recording images of faint objects such as GEO satellites is through the use of charge coupled devices (CCDs). CCDs are integrated circuits built on a silicon surface consisting of pixel arrays that form potential wells from applied clock signals to store and deliver packets of charge [27] . Typically, the charge packets are composed of electrons resulting as a consequence of the photoelectric effect [28] from incident photons on the silicon body or the apparatus internal dark signal [29] . quantum efficiencies over 90% [32] . The quantum efficiency is the ratio of incident photons to the converted electrons as given by (2) where n e is the number of electrons collected (per second) and n p is the number of incident photons (per second).
This is why CCDs supplanted their predecessor: photographic film which could only achieve quantum efficiencies of around 10%.
Due to the reliance of CCDs on the photoelectric effect, there is a limit on the the minimum wavelength they can detect.
Electron emission is only viable when the incident photons have enough energy to move the electrons from the valence band to the conduction band in the silicon CCD [33] . From Planck's relation shown in (3) (where E is the energy of the incident photon, h is Planck's constant and f the frequency of the incident light) it can be seen Figure 3 : A schematic of a CCD chip cross section. The lattice of electrodes and the adjacent channel columns are shown as well incident photons and the resulting photoelectrons. Courtesy of Gaia UK [31] there is a natural threshold wavelength for detection by CCDs.
The threshold is typically 1100 nm for silicon based CCDs [34] .
The use of CCDs is under some scrutiny with the rise of Active Pixel Sensor (APS) technology [35] due to CCD's problems with ionisation and displacement damage [36] . However, they still remain omnipresent in modern detectors and this is the case for RASA and SuperWASP and hence this project.
C. RASA, SuperWASP and Corrections
The primary source of data for this project comes from the northern telescope array of tions bias, dark current and flat field.
Due to the inherent noise associated with CCD imaging it is possible to observe 'negative' counts. To compensate for this, an exposure (or multiple) with zero integration time is taken so that no photoelectrons are recorded. This bias frame can then be subtracted from the real image. Often it is beneficial to take multiple bias frames and calculate an absolute mean bias frame and subtract that from all images.
As mentioned before, CCD imaging is enabled by the emission of photoelec- This project will be utilising bias correction methods as well as flat field ones.
Additionally, background subtraction [39] will be utilised but only through a relevant computational model rather than from immediate open sky exposures at the time of study, which is the typical method.
D. Astrometry
To observe the Astras satellites (and subsequently debris) of interest, it is essential to determine their absolute positions, defined by the right ascension (RA) and declination(Dec). This is achieved through astrometry using the NASA-endorsed software: 'astrometry.net' [40] . Dec. For this project the latter method will be utilised due to its improved computational efficiency and accuracy. This improved accuracy is justified by the ability to set parameters on what is classified as the source stars, as they appear as trails in the fixed images rather than points.
E. Photometry
In order to study the behaviour of the As- 
III. Methodology
The immediate aim of the project was to produce light curves of the Astras satellite cluster. To achieve this, data from the SuperWASP (and RASA initially) was corrected for bias and flat fielding effects through aggregate bias and flat frames.
From the corrected frames it was possible to perform the aforementioned astrometry and photometry through python methodologies assisted by the astropy [48] and sep [49] modules. This produced positional plots of the satellites as well as the main light curves. 
IV. Results and Discussion

C. Sun Phase Angle Correction
The aim of this project shifted from profiling debris to investigating the design and movement parameters of the Astras satellites and so the only parts of the light curves that were of significance were the ones directly caused by the satellite fea- is worthy to consider that there is not just 1 fixed signature for a geostationary satel- 
E. Further Research
The overarching aim of this project was to develop a basis to study debris precisely in the geostationary orbit by firstly studying the objects of significance: satellites, and developing computational methodol- As discussed before the difficulty in tracking geostationary debris is not even its quantity, but the size and velocity of it making precise measurements difficult.
Currently radar mechanisms such as the Tracking and Imaging Radar (TIRA) [56] employed by the European Space Agency (ESA) are able to detect space debris, however their degree of accuracy is incredibly limited. They utilise methods such as "beam parking" [57] , focusing on a region of sky for many hours with objects crossing the frame of view measured for "direction, range, range rate" from which information about their size and orbit can be estimated.
The accuracy of this as mentioned before is extremely limited; unsuitable for addressing the risk of debris-satellite collisions.
The focus for geostationary debris profiling is shifting to laser tracking of space debris due to the 'inherent accuracy' [58] associated with laser. This is a significant advantage over the predecessor radar methods which lack the accuracy needed.
These methods were tested at the Stromlo SLR [58] with success in regards to quick and accurate orbit determination, however "optimisation of the real-time orbit quality and down-range tracking network configuration" requires further research.
V. Conclusion
The GEO belt's uniqueness has unsurprisingly lead to it being labelled "space's most valuable real estate" [59] . The ability to stay fixed over a certain point means tracking and receiving antennas on Earth do not need to track satellites in this orbit, making them an invaluable asset to commercial and military communications. Considering their reliance as well as their construction and enabling costs, it is evident that their operational safety is of paramount importance.
This project has gave insight into the Astras 19.2 • cluster and developed methods for studying their behaviour through photometry. These methods have the capacity to be utilised for debris study provided appropriate data, however their effectiveness is unlikely due to necessity for fast, instantaneous determination of size and orbit for debris. Instead, these developed methods are more useful for studying other geostationary satellites and to identify the effect of debris collisions from unexpected deviations in the satellite light curves.
The dilemma of debris is better left to more precise and practical tools such as the aforementioned laser tracking. The goal of achieving the extreme precision needed for safely profiling debris can only be achieved with such revolutionary methods, although they are not without problems of their own.
As discussed, the main problem with GEO debris is not the quantity of it, but rather with how poor the precision of detecting it is; so photometric study and even radar are simply incompatible.
What remains inevitable is that the geostationary satellite population will only increase (EUMETSAT [60] ) further, especially as technology wanes towards the '5th Generation'. But what is necessary is an equivalent growth in debris profiling and management research, as well as a more serious commitment to suitable satellite decommissioning. Without this, the danger of debris on these essential satellites will only exacerbate, with more violent collisions leading to even more expelled debris.
Whether it be by laser tracking through LEO instruments or novel technology that is not substantiated yet, the problem of profiling geostationary debris must be addressed treated with imminent importance.
